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The interaction of a redox-active trinuclear, self-assembled Ru metallomacrocycle with oxo-

anions is reported and its affinity for these anions and halides in different oxidation states is 

calculated, revealing both high affinities (>109^^M<M->1 for some guests) and high 

selectivities (a range of >107^^M<M->1). Detailed quantum-based computational studies on the 

host in each of its oxidation states, revealed that its binds anion guests by a combination of 

non-covalent interactions, including charge-assisted hydrogen bonding and anion-π 

interactions. 

anion-recognition 

electrochemistry 

DFT 

ruthenium 

self-assembly 

Being Positive is Not Everything - Experimental and Computational Studies on the Selectivity 

of a Self-Assembled, Multiple Redox-State Receptor that Binds Anions with up to Picomolar 

Affinities (J. A. Thomas, V. Félix et^^al.) @GroupThomas 

The interaction of the self-assembled trinuclear ruthenium bowl 13+, that displays three other 

accessible oxidation states, with oxo-anions is investigated. Using a combination of NMR and 

electrochemical experimental data, estimates of the binding affinities of 14+, 15+, and 16+ for 

both halide and oxo-anions were derived. This analysis revealed that, across the range of 

oxidation states of the host, both high anion binding affinities (>109^^M<M->1 for specific 

guests bound to 16+) and high selectivities (a range of >107^^M<M->1) were observed. As the 

crystal structure of binding of the hexafluorophosphate anion revealed that the host has two 

potential binding sites (named the α and β pockets), the host-guest properties of both putative 

binding sites of the bowl, in all of its four oxidation states, were investigated through detailed 

quantum-based computational studies. These studies revealed that, due to the interplay of ion-

ion interactions, charge-assisted hydrogen-bonding and anion-π interactions, binding to the α 

pocket is generally preferred, except for the case of the relatively large and lipophilic 

hexafluorophosphate anionic guest and the host in the highest oxidation states, where the β 

pocket becomes relatively favourable. This analysis confirms that host-guest interactions 

involving structurally complex supramolecular architectures are driven by a combination of 
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non-covalent interactions and, even in the case of charged binding pairs, simple ion-ion 

interactions alone cannot accurately define these recognition processes. 

Introduction 

As anions have important roles in a spectrum of areas within biology and the 

environment, their detection is an increasingly important research subject.[1--5] As a 

consequence, the coordination chemistry of anions and their binding by specifically designed 

receptors and sensors has burgeoned over the last two decades.[6--13] However, the difficulties 

inherent in the non-covalent recognition of anions are well known: when compared to 

analogous cations they are larger and have lower charge densities; they possess a wider 

spectrum of shapes; anions may only exist within a specific pH range; and tend to have higher 

free energies of solvation.[14,15] 

For these reasons, macrocyclic structures are frequently targeted in the construction of 

anion receptors as these architectures often display greater selectivities and higher affinities 

than other host designs.[16--22] Furthermore, if these hosts are optically or electrochemically 

active, so that they can supply an output for the recognition process, they can also function as 

sensors for their anionic guests[23--26] The difficulty in this approach lies in the challenging 

multistep syntheses required to isolate such structurally complex 3D hosts.[26--27] An 

alternative approach that has been much pursued involves self-assembly, with metal ion-

directed approaches being particularly fruitful.[27--34] 

Another area of coordination chemistry research that has a longer history is focused on 

mixed-valence (MV) transition metal complexes. Through experimental and theoretical work, 

MV systems have been intensely studied for approximately fifty years as they provide insights 

into the nature of electron transfer processes.[35--41] This has led to a deeper understanding of 

many complex, redox-based, biological processes, including photosynthesis. MV systems 

have also formed the basis of several forms of molecular devices. [42--47] The prototype 
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synthetic MV system is the Creutz-Taube ion (CT ion).[35] This apparently simple species 

illustrates the complexities of MV systems. Using a classification delineated by Robin and 

Day,[48] it was first thought that the CT ion was either a Class^^II (valence localised, electron 

hoping) or Class^^III (valence delocalised) system. However, after several decades of 

research, involving many groups and a wide range of experimental and computational 

techniques, Meyer and colleagues suggested that the CT ion is a hybrid, valence 

localised/solvation sphere averaged Class^^II/III system.[38] 

As part of a program to develop novel systems for the recognition of anions, [49] bio-

anions,[50] and biomolecules,[51--55] the Thomas group has been investigating the self-assembly 

of oligonuclear metallomacrocycles, such as the trinuclear macrocyclic bowl 13+ 

(Figure^^1<figr1/ur>), assembled from RuII([9]aneS3) fragments and 9-methyladenine (9MA) 

bridging ligands.[56--58] An understanding of the host-guest properties of this redox-active 

system requires insights from both of the research areas described above. 

Although the macrocycle is isolated as a Ru II
3 complex, it is oxidised to its RuIII

3 state 

in three electrochemical steps, going through two separate - [RuII
2RuIII] and [RuIIRuIII

2] -- MV 

states. Surprisingly, due to the novel connectivity of metal centres and bridging ligands within 

the MV structures, it is a Class^^II system in the [RuII
2RuIII] state, but a Class^^III system in 

the [RuIIRuIII
2] state.[56] The host-guest properties of the macrocycle and their effect on its 

redox properties have been investigated. These studies revealed a unique phenomenon: 

without any concomitant change in potential, anions can be used to switch the assembly from 

one mixed valence state to another, a process that is driven by the host-guest chemistry of the 

macrocycle.[58] These initial studies were carried out using halide anions - chosen because 

their simple spherical geometry allowed to investigate the effect of size on guest binding and 

were compared to the host’s interaction with the nonpolar tetrahedral ClO4
<M-> anion, which 

was found to be very weak. 
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NMR studies revealed that 13+ binds halide ions in a 1^:^1 stoichiometry and displays 

good selectivity for intermediate sized guests: >105^^M<M->1 for chloride, but <300^^M<M->1 

for fluoride. Although the metallomacrocycle has two possible binding pockets - an α pocket 

defined by the thiacrown ligands and the N<C->H binding sites from 9MA units (illustrated in 

Figure^^1<xfigr1> by the blue cone), and a β pocket defined by 9MA bridging ligands 

(illustrated in Figure^^1<xfigr1> by the red cone) projecting out to give a bowl shaped 

aromatic surface - both the NMR studies and the crystal structure of [1]Br3 indicated that the 

macrocycle binds halide guests exclusively in the α-binding pocket. Recognition of these 

anions entails a panoply of hydrogen bonds largely involving ethylenic C<C->H residues of 

the coordinated thiacrown ligands that define the lip of the pocket. However, the N<C->H 

moieties of the three 9MA bridging ligands form a tridentate “N<C->H pincer” suited to bind 

larger anions and form complementary hydrogen-bond to suitable accepting moieties. Hence, 

we sought to extend these studies and investigate the host-guest chemistry of 13+ with larger, 

structurally more complex, oxo-anions. With these experimental data to hand, we constructed 

a detailed, quantum-based analysis of the host’s interaction with anions, which allowed us to 

dissect the forces that drive the recognition processes in the different redox states of the host.  

Results and Discussion 

NMR studies 

Previous studies have shown that the host binds nonpolar, more structurally complex, 

anions like perchlorate and hexafluorophosphate ions weakly in solution. [56--58] Here, we 

extend our studies to investigate more polar, potentially hydrogen bonding, oxo-anion guests. 

So that the effect of geometry, charge, and size could be explored, a mixture of tetrahedral 

ions and trigonal oxo-anions were chosen. We initially intended to extend these studies to 

dianions, however this was not possible as the host rapidly precipitated on the addition of 

guests such as SO4
2<M->. 
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1H^^NMR titrations with the selected anions in d3-MeCN all revealed distinctive 

changes in the spectra of the host -- Table^^1<tabr1>. In particular, the N<C->H protons of 

the 9MA bridging ligand showed downfield shifts that are characteristic of binding into the 

same cavity as halide ion guests. Furthermore, the intensity of these shifts was highly 

dependent on the nature of the guest. The largest shift, of 0.95^^ppm, was observed for 

CH3COO<M->, whilst the smallest (0.22^^ppm) - induced by HSO4
<M-> -- was almost 

comparable to that observed for perchlorate (0.12^^ppm). In fact, the range of these values are 

less than those obtained for halide guests, which stretch from 3.65^^ppm (F<M->) to 

0.52^^ppm (I<M->); however, a closer analysis of these data reveals that the two sp2-based 

trigonal anions all produced larger shifts than the sp3-based tetrahedral anions - 

Table^^1<xtabr1>. 

As for the halide guests, oxo-anions cause tell-tale shifts in both the bridging ligands 

and the thiacrown-based signals, which further confirm they bind in the same site as halide 

ions (see Figures^^S1--S5). Using the shifts in the N<C->H protons of the 9MA bridging 

ligands, binding curves for the interaction with each guest were constructed, as illustrated in 

Figure^^S6 with the binding curve fit and associated Job plot for acetate. Estimated 

association binding constant (Ka) values are summarised in Table^^1<xtabr1>. 

As for our previous studies,[58] there is not a direct correlation between the magnitude 

of signal shifts -- which actually reflect polarization -- and the binding affinities. For the 

structurally complex anions studied herein, the binding affinity for hydrogen sulfate is the 

highest. Despite having a lower charge density than halide anions, the overall affinity for this 

anion is comparable to those reported for some of the halides and, while affinities for the 

other oxo species are lower, they are similar in magnitude to the value reported for the 

interaction with fluoride guest, the halide with the lowest binding affinity (283^^M<M->1). The 

trend in affinities does not simply map onto the size of the guest, but loosely correlates with 
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the Lewis base strengths of the anions, indicating that hydrogen bond interactions are 

involved in the recognition process. Taken with the pattern of observed NMR shifts, these 

data are consistent with binding to the same receptor site involved in halide guest recognition.  

Binding affinities of higher oxidation states from electrochemical studies 

Due to anion-induced precipitation at the concentrations required for cyclic 

voltammetry studies, titrations with only three of the oxo-anion guests -- namely the acetate, 

nitrate, and perchlorate ions -- were possible. However, these three guests do span a good 

range of oxo-anion binding affinities for the isovalent Ru II macrocycle, thus providing 

insights into the effect of the anions on the host’s electrochemical response.  

Unlike previous electrochemical studies involving halide ions that were complicated 

by the redox activity of the guests, on addition of oxo-anions, shifts in the three redox couples 

of host 1n+ are straightforwardly detected using square wave voltammetry (see Figures^^S7--

S9). Each oxidation process of the host displays shifts that are characteristic of the individual 

guest employed, see Table^^S1 for a summary of these data. 

In a previous study we pointed out that the 13+--16+ redox chain is somewhat similar to 

a dynamic combinatorial library of host architectures in which host-guest interactions select 

for, and stabilize, the “best” host redox state.[58] 

To investigate this issue in more detail, binding affinities for guests were estimated 

using methods first developed for redox active crown and cryptand hosts.[59--63] In this model, 

the electrochemical potentials of a free and bound host (EH and EHG respectively) and the 

binding affinity of its oxidations states (Kared and Kaox respectively) are related in this 

way:<ffr1> 

<ff1>
𝐾𝑎(𝑟𝑒𝑑)

𝐾𝑎(𝑜𝑥)
= 𝑒

( 𝐹
𝑅𝑇
)(𝐸1

2⁄
(𝐻𝐺)−𝐸1

2⁄
(𝐻))
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Therefore, given the binding affinities of 13+ and the electrochemical shifts for 

generation of 14+ in the absence and presence of specific guests, Ka(14+) values can be 

estimated through this relationship. 

Once values for Ka(14+) are obtained, these figures along with the second oxidation 

potential in the presence and absence of the specific guest, can provide an estimate of Ka(15+). 

Finally, this latter figure can be used with data for the third oxidation processes to estimate 

Ka(16+). The analyses of the data collected in this study and in our previous study involving 

halide ions are summarized in Table^^2<tabr2>. 

The results reveal that across the four oxidations states anion binding affinities span 

seven orders of magnitude, with selectivity towards halides being particularly apparent. A 

graphical comparison of these data reveals some interesting effects - Figure^^2<figr2>. For 

example, affinities for the smallest anion, fluoride, show the simplest trend; Ka for F<M-> 

increases by two orders of magnitude for each increase in positive charge on the host, 

suggesting that the increase in ion-ion interactions makes the largest contribution to enhanced 

binding. However, more complex trends are observed with other guests.  

Although 16+ binds chloride with picomolar affinity - figures that are comparable with 

some of the highest values for anion-binding receptors[22,64--66] - the interaction is still slightly 

lower than expected by the simple linear trend observed for 13+--15+ with fluoride. More 

strikingly, although acetate is bound with the third highest affinity by all the redox states of 

the host, estimates of Ka(CH3COO<M->) for 16+ are identical to 15+, confirming that the 

interaction of this host with larger and more complex anions is not simply driven by ion-ion 

and other electrostatic interactions. Indeed, there is an increased charge contribution to 

binding in 16+ compared to 15+ and yet they bind acetate with the same affinity. These 

observations insinuate that more specific host-guest interactions with this guest are optimized 

in the 15+ redox state. 
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Crystallographic studies 

To investigate the solid-state host properties of 13+ with structurally more complex 

anions, attempts were made to grow crystals of the host in the presence of all the oxo-anions 

and related counterions, but these were not successful. However, X-ray quality crystals of its 

hexafluorophosphate salt were obtained, which led to somewhat unexpected results.  

Surprisingly, the structure reveals that two anions make close contact with the 

macrocyclic cation - Figure^^3<figr3>. Consistent with previous NMR studies, one anion is 

bound into the thiacrown-based α-face of the host, where an array of close contacts are made 

by hydrogen bond donor sites on the thiacrown and the N<C->H groups of the 9MA bridging 

ligands to fluorine atoms on the anion. However, a second anion sits at the open β -face of the 

bowl making close contacts with hydrogens on the 9-methyl groups of the 9MA bridging 

ligands, confirming that - in the solid phase at least - this face can also be a host site for larger 

and/or more lipophilic anions. This observation also insinuates that anion-π interactions[67--71] 

may play a part in the host-guest interactions of the macrocycle. 

Unlike the previously reported structure with bromide anions, in which face-to-face 

macrocycles define a dimeric capsule, the interactions between the individual host cations and 

the two PF6
<M-> anions define hexagonal channels -- Figure^^S10A, which are occupied by 

the remaining PF6
<M-> anions -- Figure^^S10B. 

The NMR binding data in MeCN and the crystallographic structure imply that anion 

binding by the macrocycle in its different oxidation states is not simply driven by a stepwise 

increase in ion-ion interactions between host and guest. This is consistent with previous 

studies indicating that anionic guest recognition by macrocyclic hosts is not primarily driven 

by straightforward ion-ion interactions in higher dielectric solvents like MeCN, but 

increasingly involves induction and dispersion forces. In our previous report we described 

initial computational studies that provided considerable insights into the interaction of 13+ 
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with simple spherical halide anions. To investigate the issues described above in more deta il, 

the interaction of each oxidation state of the macrocycle with oxo-anions were studied using 

computational approaches (see below). This work was further motivated by the fact that 

computational studies on the energetics of anion binding by metallomacrocycles are still rare. 

Indeed, as far as we are aware, this is the first comprehensive theoretical investigation on the 

anion binding properties of a self -assembled metallomacrocyclic host that exhibits multiple 

redox states for anion guests. 

Computational studies 

To comprehensively analyse the host properties of 1n+, in its different oxidation states, 

Gaussian09[72] was used to perform extensive DFT calculations with a polarised continuous 

solvent model (PCM)[73] of MeCN, using the CAM-B3LYP functional with Grimme’s D3 

dispersion correction,[74] coupled with the LANL2TZ(f) basis set for ruthenium and with the 

6--31+G(d) basis set for the remaining elements.[75] Moreover, for the higher oxidation states, 

two alternative spin multiplicities were considered, 1 and 3 for 15+ and 2 and 4 for 16+. 

Henceforth, these low- and high-spin species will be designated by ls-15+and ls-16+, and hs-15+ 

and hs-16+, respectively. Further computational details, as well as additional Tables and 

Figures, are given in the Supporting Information. 

Structure and spin states 

In the optimized structure of free 13+ (see Figure^^S11), the computed Ru<C->S 

distances are equivalent and are indistinguishable between the three thiacrown ethers, with an 

average value of 2.360±0.006^^Å (Table^^S2). The Ru<C->N distances have identical values, 

independently of the bonded N atom and coordination mode of the 9MA bridging ligands, 

with an average value of 2.152±0.007^^Å. In addition, while the Ru<C->N distances are 

identical to those observed in the single crystal X-ray structure of [1](PF6)3, the computed 
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Ru<C->S distances are ca. 0.07^^Å slightly longer. Along the subsequent oxidation states, the 

Ru<C->S distances successively increase 0.015 (14+), 0.013 (15+) and 0.011^^Å (16+), with an 

average value of 2.398±0.019^^Å for the later oxidation state. On the other hand, the Ru<C-

>N average distances also change slightly, decreasing from 13+ (2.152±0.007^^Å) to 16+ 

(2.104±0.061^^Å). The Ru<C->S and Ru<C->N distances are independent of the spin 

multiplicities in the 15+ and 16+ hosts (Table^^S2). 

The analysis of the Mulliken spin densities (Table^^3<tabr3>) for the 1n+ MV states 

confirms that the [RuII
2RuIII] state (14+) contains a single unpaired electron. For the 

subsequent [RuIIRuIII
2] MV state (15+), in the diamagnetic low-spin configuration the spin 

densities show that the unpaired electrons of the two Ru III centres have opposite spins, 

consistent with their coupling through the 9MA bridges, while in the high-spin state, naturally, 

no coupling is observed. In the 16+ [RuIII
3] host the spin densities indicate that the odd 

electrons in two RuIII centres have opposite spins in ls-16+, while in hs-16+ the three electrons 

of the RuIII centres have the same spin. However, the difference between the electronic 

energies, corrected with the zero-point vibrational energies of ls-16+ and hs-16+ is only 

0.8^^kcal^mol<M->1, while ls-15+ and hs-15+are almost degenerate (see Table^^S3), indicating 

that both spin multiplicities for these oxidation states are likely. 

General anion binding analysis 

The anion binding properties for the four oxidation states of 1n+ were initially 

ascertained from the electrostatic potential distribution mapped onto the electron density 

surface (VS) calculated with Multiwfn.[76,77] Overall, the most positive region of VS covers the 

α pocket including the [9]aneS3 ligands, while the less positive region naturally encloses the 

aromatic moieties of the 9MA bridging ligands of the β pocket, as illustrated in Figure^^S12. 

The highest value of VS (VS,max, see Table^^S4) is found inside the α pocket, near the “pincer” 

composed by the N<C->H binding units of the three 9MA bridges, and grows linearly with 
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the oxidation state (R2=1.000, Figure^^S13). For each host oxidation state, the β pocket also 

displays a well-defined electrostatic potential region enclosing deeply buried high VS points 

(Table^^S4), inaccessible to the anionic guests. On the other hand, the difference between the 

highly correlated α and β highest VS values (R2=0.999, Figure^^S13) decreases as oxidation 

state increases (Table^^S4), suggesting the possibility of anion recognition in the β pocket at 

least at the higher oxidation states of the host (see below). 

Afterwards, the DFT calculations were continued with the oxo-anion associations of 

1n+. In agreement with the experimental binding and structural data and the theoretical 

insights deduced from the VS calculations, CH3COO<M->, NO3
<M->, ClO4

<M->, HSO4
<M-> and 

H2PO4
<M-> were positioned in the room provided by the α pocket or, alternatively, by the β 

pocket, with the host in the four different oxidation states and spin multiplicities. Moreover, 

for acetate hosted in the β pocket, the anion was positioned with either the carboxylate or 

methyl groups pointing inwards the cavity, thus a total of 66 putative binding arrangements 

were generated and investigated. The optimised structures of 1n+ with oxo-anions 

encapsulated in these two alternative binding scenarios are shown in Figures^^S14--S24. 

Overall, the energy differences observed between the low- and high-spin states of 15+ and 16+ 

free hosts are maintained in their anion associations (see Table^^S3), with the low-spin 15+ 

and 16+ associations being slightly favoured. In agreement, unless otherwise stated, in the 

subsequent structural and energetic analyses, the 15+ and 16+ associations are discussed 

regardless of their alternative electronic configurations. Furthermore, the Mulliken spin 

densities observed in the free hosts are not perturbed by the anion binding (see Table^^S5). 

The binding enthalpy, at 298.15^^K, for the host-guest associations (ΔHHG) between 

1n+ and the anions was directly estimated from the structures of the host-guest, host, and guest 

DFT optimized in acetonitrile continuous solvent using Equation S1, as detailed in Supporting 

Information. The ΔHHG values gathered in Table^^S6, indicate that the interactions between 
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the 1n+ hosts and the guest anions are stronger in the α pocket than in the β site, i.^e., the oxo-

anions are preferentially hosted in the former, in line with the 1H^^NMR anion binding data 

(see above) for 13+ with the enthalpy differences between the α and β oxo-anions hosted 

systems ranging from <M->20.4 (ls-16+·CH3COO<M->) to <M->4.7^^kcal^mol<M->1 (ls-

16+·ClO4
<M->). Moreover, the values of binding enthalpy for each oxo-anion, regardless of the 

binding pocket, linearly increase with the host’s oxidation state as illustrated in 

Figure^^4<figr4> for the associations with the anions hosted in the with the oxo-anions 

hosted in the α pocket of 1n+. Given the clear binding preference of the oxo-anions for the α 

pocket, further analyses of the oxo-anions hosted at the β pocket were not performed. 

The ΔHHG values computed for the oxo-anions hosted at the α binding pocket show 

that the binding affinity order is not preserved along the host’s oxidation states, changing 

from 13+ (H2PO4
<M->>HSO4

<M->>CH3COO<M->≈ClO4
<M->>NO3

<M->), to 14+ (H2PO4
<M-

>>CH3COO<M->≈HSO4
<M->>ClO4

<M->≈NO3
<M->), to 15+ (H2PO4

<M->>CH3COO<M->≈HSO4
<M-

>>NO3
<M->≈ClO4

<M->), and finally to 16+ (H2PO4
<M->>CH3COO<M->>HSO4

<M->>NO3
<M-

>>ClO4
<M->). Overall, these binding enthalpy trends are not straightforwardly related with the 

nucleophilic character of the oxo-anions ascertained by the most negative values (VS,min) of 

their electrostatic distributions, which follow the order (kcal mol<M->1): CH3COO<M-> (<M-

>176.0)<H2PO4
<M-> (<M->148.1)<NO3

<M-> (<M->140.8)<HSO4
<M-> (<M->135.9)<ClO4

<M-> 

(<M->123.5) However, when binding enthalpies of the tetrahedral and trigonal anions are 

separately analysed, the ΔHHG values mirror the VS,min ones, following the same trend, 

independently of the host’s oxidation state. 

Comparable predicted affinity trends are obtained with the binding free energies 

(ΔGSS
HG), estimated using the thermochemistry analysis data summarised in Table^^S6 and 

corrected for reference state in solution (1^^M). The contribution of the enthalpy for the 
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binding free energy of all host-guest systems is larger than the TΔS term, indicating that the 

binding of the oxo-anions in the α pocket is driven by the former energetic term. 

Oxo anion binding analysis 

The volumes of the anionic guest were estimated from the electrostatic potential 

calculations (see Supporting Information). The volume values (Å3) for the oxo-anions and 

halide series follow the orders: H2PO4
<M-> (96.97)>HSO4

<M-> (90.70)>ClO4
<M-> 

(85.90)>CH3COO<M-> (85.20)>NO3
<M-> (66.23); I<M-> ( 72.41)>Br<M-> (58.33)>Cl<M-> 

(49.43)>F<M-> ( 28.28). The volume of PF6
<M-> was calculated as 97.72^^Å3. Regardless of the 

volume and binding geometry of the oxo-anions, a single oxygen atom is entirely embedded 

into the α pocket and bonded through three convergent hydrogen bonds from the three N<C-

>H binding sites of 1n+, as illustrated in Figure^^5<figr5> for the 13+ host-guest systems with 

CH3COO<M-> and H2PO4
<M->. The computed structures also display multiple C<C->H···O 

close contacts between the non-coordinated oxygen atoms and C<C->H groups from the 

thiacrown ethers. 

The average dimensions computed for the three N<C->H···O hydrogen bonds are 

summarised in Table^^S7, while the distance from the anion’s central atom (Ac=S, P, N, Cl or 

CCOO
<M-> in HSO4

<M->, H2PO4
<M->, NO3

<M->, ClO4
<M-> or CH3COO<M->, respectively) to the N3 

plane, determined by the three N atoms from the N<C->H groups of the 9MA bridging 

ligands, are reported in Table^^S8. The Ac···N3 distances decrease with each increment of the 

host’s positive charge, with the anions being progressively buried deeper in the α pocket as a 

result of the charge-assisted hydrogen bonding interactions (see below). For instance, for the 

basic acetate, the Ac···N3 distances go from 3.616 (13+) to 3.387/3.382^^Å (ls-16+/hs-16+), 

while for the remaining oxo-anions the variation is less than 0.2^^Å. The host charges also 

affect the hydrogen bonding dimensions, with a concomitant slight drop of the donor-acceptor 

N···O distances between incremental oxidation states, with the differences between the 13+ 
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and 16+ being ca. 0.14^^Å. Moreover, within a host’s oxidation state, the hydrogen bonding 

and Ac···N3 distances naturally reflect the VS,min values of trigonal and tetrahedral oxo-anions. 

The strength of the hydrogen bonding interactions between the host in 13+, 14+, 15+ and 

16+ and each oxo-anion was ascertained through the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules 

(QTAIM)[78,79] and by Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis.[80,81] The QTAIM analysis 

revealed the existence of a bond critical point (BCP) between every N<C->H binding site and 

the anion’s oxygen atoms involved in the three hydrogen bond interactions, as illustrated in 

Figure^^S25 for CH3COO<M-> or H2PO4
<M-> hosted in the α-binding pocket of 13+. The 

electron density (ρ), its Laplacian derivative (∇2ρ) and the potential energy density (𝒱), all 

averaged from the calculated data at the three BCPs, are gathered in Table^^S9, together with 

the energy of the hydrogen bonds (EHB), estimated from 𝒱 as EHB=½𝒱.[82] 

The ∇2ρ values are positive for all host-guest systems, indicating a depletion of the 

electron distribution consistent with the formation of the hydrogen bonding interactions. 

Moreover, the EHB values for each hosted anion yield good linear relationships with the host’s 

oxidation states (see Figure^^6<figr6>), indicating that the hydrogen bond strength increases 

with the host’s net charge. 

On the other hand, for each oxidation state of the host, the average EHB values along 

the oxo-anion series (see Table^^S9) follow the same order CH3COO<M->>H2PO4
<M->>NO3

<M-

>>HSO4
<M->>ClO4

<M->, indicating that the N<C->H···O hydrogen bonding interactions with 

the more basic acetate are the strongest, while the tetrahedral perchlorate, with lowest Lewis 

basicity, is the weakest bonded anion, in agreement with the oxo-anions’ VS,min trend (see 

above). For 13+, this hydrogen bond strength trend is consistent with the 1H^^NMR binding 

data (see Table^^1<xtabr1>), apart from HSO4
<M->, that has the highest association constant. 

In the NBO methods, a natural population analysis (NPA) indicates that anion binding 

is accompanied by a charge transfer from the anion to the host (see Figure^^S26). In other 
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words, anion binding occurs with progressive accumulation of electron density between the 

N<C->H binding sites and the hydrogen bonded anion oxygen atom, across the host oxidation 

states, as illustrated with the electron density difference maps for 1n+ associated with HSO4
<M-

> in Figure^^7<figr7> (remaining details in Supporting Information). 

As part of the NBO analysis, the three N<C->H···O hydrogen bonds were also 

evaluated as interactions between the electron lone pairs of an oxygen atom of the oxo-anion 

and the N<C->H antibonding orbitals of 1n+: nO→σ*N-H. The donor-acceptor stabilisation 

energies (E2), estimated by 2nd-order perturbation theory only for the three N<C->H···O 

hydrogen bonds between each oxo-anion and 1n+ (see Table^^S10 and Figure^^S27), reveal 

that these synergetic interactions are also largely dependent of the host oxidation state, 

mirroring the linear tendencies previously obtained with EHB calculated from 𝒱 values (see 

above), ΔHHG and ΔGSS
HG. 

In summary, the three quantum descriptors, ΔHHG, EHB, and E2 show that the binding 

affinity of 1n+ towards the oxo-anions is mainly dictated by the N<C->H···O charge-assisted 

hydrogen bonding interactions. In line with this outcome, when the logarithms of the 

association constants (Table^^2<xtabr2>) estimated for tetragonal (ClO4
<M->) and trigonal 

(NO3
<M->) anions are plotted against the values of ΔHHG, EHB, or E2 highly linear relationships 

are observed (Figure^^8<figr8>, R2≥0.892). 

Halide anion binding reanalysis 

Within the comprehensive assessment of the binding properties of 1n+ for a wide range 

of anions, our previous theoretical studies on halide associations were also revisited. The 

calculations previously performed for 13+ were extended to the remaining host’s oxidation 

states, using the same level of theory applied to the polyatomic anion associations. Moreover, 

following our previous calculations on the halide associations of 13+, the mono-atomic anions 

were described with the aug-cc-pVDZ (F<M-> and Cl<M->) or aug-cc-pVDZ-PP (Br<M-> and I<M-
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>) basis sets. Likewise for the polyatomic anions, two binding scenarios with the halides 

hosted in the α or β pockets of 1n+ were evaluated. The optimised structures obtained in these 

two alternative binding arrangements are shown in Figures^^S28--S35, while the computed 

distances between halides and the N3 plane of 1n+ (see above) are collected in Table^^S11 for 

the host-guest associations with the anion in the α and β pockets, respectively.  

The ΔHHG values summarised in Table^^S12 indicate that all halides have a strong 

binding preference for the α pocket, with the energetic gap between the two alternative 

binding arrangements increasing linearly with the host’s oxidation state for the four anions 

(see Figure^^S36, all R2≥0.938). This is particularly evident for F<M-> associations with 

enthalpy differences between the α and β pockets ranging from <M->15.5^^kcal^mol<M->1 for 

13+ to ca. <M->30.1^^kcal^mol<M->1 for ls-16+/hs-16+. 

In the DFT optimised structures, the N<C->H binding sites of the 1n+ hosts establish 

with each halide (X=F<M->, Cl<M->, Br<M-> or I<M->) three convergent hydrogen bonds with 

geometric parameters listed in Table^^S13. Irrespective to the host oxidation state, the 

average hydrogen bond donor-acceptor distances (N···X), increase through the halide series, 

together with the X···N3 ones, mainly mirroring the anions’ volume and VS,min values (in 

kcalmol<M->1) trends, as follows: I<M-> (<M->123.8)>Br<M-> (<M->133.6)>Cl<M-> (<M-

>141.0)>F<M-> (<M->171.0). For instance, the smallest F<M-> anion is tightly hydrogen 

bonded to 13+ and deeply inserted into the α pocket, with average N···X and X···N3 distances 

of 2.764 and 2.122^^Å, respectively, while the bulkiest I<M-> with average N···X distances of 

4.147^^Å hovers just above the crown methylene bridges at an X···N3 distance of 3.736^^Å. 

The relative positions occupied by the monoatomic anions in the α pocket of 1n+ are 

illustrated in Figure^^9<figr9> with the 13+ host-guest complexes. 

These new theoretical structural data contrast with the data previously obtained from 

DFT geometry optimisations carried out for the 13+ halide complexes using the same DFT 
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functional but without the dispersion corrections, coupled with the lower 6--31G(d) basis set 

for C, N, H and S centres, which was dictated by the limited computing power available at 

that time. While the computed structure for the Cl<M-> complex shows comparable hydrogen 

bonds dimensions, the interactions of the remaining halides with the host’s α  pocket were 

characterised by much higher intermolecular N···X distances than those reported here. 

As observed for the polyatomic anion host-guest complexes, the average N···X and 

X···N3 distances progressively decrease along the host’s oxidation states, suggesting tha t the 

host’s net charge enhances the strength of the host-guest hydrogen bonding, as demonstrated 

by the following energetic analysis. 

The computed binding data, summarised in Table^^S12, show that the binding 

interaction between halides and the α pocket of 1n+ is thermodynamically favourable, with the 

binding free energies being mainly determined by the enthalpic term, while the TΔS 

contribution is comparable for all halide host-guest associations and host’s oxidation states. 

The theoretical ΔHHG values lead to the binding affinity order F<M->>Cl<M->≈Br<M->≈I<M-> for 

13+, F<M->>Cl<M->≈Br<M->>I<M-> for 14+ and F<M->>Cl<M->>Br<M->>I<M-> for the subsequent 

host’s oxidation states, whereas the corresponding ΔGSS
HG values yield a well-defined binding 

trend F<M->>Cl<M->>Br<M->>I<M->,which is corroborated when the EHB and E2 quantum 

descriptors are used to measure the strength of the N<C->H···X hydrogen bonds (see 

Tables^^S14 and S15). While the binding affinities predicted by these two energetic 

descriptors for host-guest complexes between Cl<M->, Br<M-> and I<M-> and 13+ are in line with 

experimental data, the superior binding affinity theoretically predicted for F<M-> is 

inconsistent with the lower binding affinity calculated from the experimental data for this 

oxidation state, which displays an association constant one order of magnitude smaller than 

for I<M->.[58] However, in these calculations the MeCN solvent is treated using a polarized 

continuous solvent model (PCM). Acetonitrile is polar and hydrogen bonding, and is known 
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to be a good solvent for fluoride.[83] As such, it will interact particularly strongly with the 

small, charge dense F<M->, as apparent from its higher experimental solvation free energy in 

this solvent, when compared with the remaining halides: F<M-> (<M->88.0), Cl<M-> (<M-

>64.5), Br<M-> (<M->61.1), and I<M-> (<M->55.9^^kcal^mol<M->1).[84] Therefore, it seems 

likely that the mismatch between computed and experimental thermodynamic data is due to 

the interaction of the macrocyclic host and a MeCN solvated fluoride anion rather than a 

“bare” anion. Indeed, it is well known that this effect is observed in host-guest experiments 

conducted in water.[85--87] Unfortunately, the explicit inclusion of MeCN solvent molecules 

into our DFT calculations is computationally prohibited due to the concomitant increase in 

complexity in already highly demanding calculations on the interaction between the 

multinuclear-metallomacrocycle-based host and its guest. 

On the other hand, Figure^^S37 shows that for each halide, the values of ΔHHG, EHB, 

and E2 follow near perfect linear relationships with the progressive increasing of the host’s 

oxidation state (all R2≥0.988), while Figure^^10<figr10> shows that good fittings are 

obtained when these quantum binding descriptors are plotted against the logarithm values of 

the association constants calculated with experimental data for F<M->, Cl<M-> and Br<M-> 

(R2≥0.710). These theoretical findings definitively indicate that the hydrogen bonding 

between halides and 1n+ is charge assisted, as found for the oxo-anion complexes. 

Upon binding of each halide by 1n+, a charge transfer occurs from the anion to the host, 

as illustrated in Figure^^S38, where the net charge difference between the bound and free 

anion, obtained from the NPA analysis, is plotted against the oxidation state of 1n+. In line 

with the results for the oxo-anions complexes, the charge transfer increases with the 

successive increase in host oxidation states, following linear relationships for each halide 

(R2≥0.993), which also results in the accumulation of electron density between the N<C->H 
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binding sites and the hydrogen bonded anion. This trend is illustrated in Figure^^11<figr11>, 

which shows the electron density difference maps for 1n+ associated with Cl<M->. 

Correlation with electrochemical studies 

Further insights into electrochemistry behaviour of the 1n+ host were obtained with the 

analysis of the highest-energy occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) in free 1n+ and in their 

oxo-anion associations. The main contribution to this frontier molecular orbital is from the 

three 9MA bridging ligands (see Figure^^S39) in the presence or in absence of an anionic 

guest. The HOMO energy values, given in Table^^S16, as expected, lower with increasing 

host oxidation state. On the other hand, the anion binding in the α pocket only slightly raises 

the energy of the HOMO in all oxidation states, in agreement with their negligible 

contributions to this orbital. The ionisation potentials (IP) of 1n+, both free and anion 

associated, were roughly estimated from the HOMO energies, using Koopman’s theorem 

(IPK=<M->EHOMO),[88] as well as through the more accurate adiabatic approach, [89] using the 

differences between the absolute electronic energies of the optimised structures in consecutive 

oxidation states (IPA=E0
(n+1)+ -- E0

n+, with n ranging from 3 to 5). 

The IPA values are gathered in Table^^S17 together with the IPK ones. Overall, the IP 

values indicate that the energy required to remove an electron increases with the oxidation 

state of 1n+. Moreover, the hosted anions facilitate the successive oxidation of 13+, in 

agreement with the electrochemical data. Furthermore, mirroring the ΔHHG interaction 

energies, the tightly bonded H2PO4
<M-> more easily enables successive electron loss. The 

same insight arises from the overestimated IPK values. 

The interactions between halides and 1n+ raise the HOMO energies of the host-guest 

complexes relatively to the free hosts (Table^^S16), facilitating the successive oxidation of 

13+, as indicated by the ionisation potentials estimated either using Koopman’s or the 

adiabatic approach (see above). The IPK and IPA values for free 1n+ and their halide 
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associations are listed in Table^^S17. Overall, the ionisation potentials for the Cl<M-> and 

Br<M-> associations are comparable with those for the CH3COO<M->, NO3
<M->, HSO4

<M-> and 

H2PO4
<M-> associations, hinting at their potential to successively oxidise 1n+. On the other 

hand, the low affinity guests I<M-> and ClO4
<M-> appear to be equally ineffective in facilitating 

the successive oxidation of 1n+. Therefore, this comparison shows that the anion binding 

strength and the hosted anion’s ability to promote the successive oxidation of 1n+ host are 

straightforward related. 

Interaction with the hexafluorophosphate anion 

The crystal structure of 13+ with PF6
<M-> inspired us to evaluate the host-guest 

interactions between this ion-pair using the theoretical approach devised for the oxo-anions 

and the halide series. The DFT computed structure for the 13+·PF6
<M-> stoichiometry with the 

octahedral anion lodged in the α pocket (see Figure^^12<figr12>, left panel), has the centre of 

mass of this anionic guest, the phosphorous atom, only 4.048^^Å away from the N3 equatorial 

plane (see above), while in the X-ray crystal structure the anion is at a longer P···N3 distance 

of 4.504^^Å. Three fluorine atoms establish three single N<C->H···F hydrogen bonds to 13+, 

with an average donor-acceptor N···F distance of 3.14±0.01^^Å, which is markedly shorter 

(ca. 0.5^^Å) than those observed in the X-ray structure (see Table^^S18). On the other hand, 

in the β pocket (see Figure^^12<xfigr12>, right panel), PF6
<M-> is also more deeply embedded 

in the computed model than in the solid-state structure, with P···N3 distances of 5.128 and 

5.986^^Å, respectively (Table^^S18). Overall, these two alternative binding arrangements are 

preserved along the remaining three oxidation states (see Figure^^S40 and S41), accompanied 

by inherent shortening of the P···N3 distances and increase of the N<C->H···F hydrogen 

bonds’ strength, as evident from the dimensions of these two structural parameters gathered in 

Table^^S18. 
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In agreement with PF6
<M-> weak binding ability, the estimated ΔHHG (see Table^^S19), 

EHB, and E2values for the anion’s interaction with α pocket of 1n+ (summarised in 

Table^^S20) are lower than those obtained for the oxo-anions and halides but follow 

equivalent energetic trends with the host’s oxidation state (see Figure^^S42). However, the 

enthalpy yielded with hydrogen bonding interactions between PF6
<M-> and 13+ of <M-

>11.1^^kcal^mol<M->1 is overwhelmed by the <C->TΔS entropic penalty of 

13.6^^kcal^mol<M->1, leading to a slightly unfavourable binding free energy (ΔGHG) of ca. 

2.4^^kcal^mol<M->1, in spite of the hydrogen bonding dimensions in the calculated structure 

being shorter than those found in the solid-state (see above). The formation of PF6
<M-> 

hydrogen bond associations with 1n+ host in the subsequent oxidation states are 

thermodynamically favourable, being determined by enthalpy. On the other hand, the 

ΔΔHHGα-β values plotted in Figure^^S43, show that the binding preference of PF6
<M-> for the α 

pocket of 1n+ diminishes with the increase of the host’s oxidation state. Indeed, while PF6
<M->, 

with a volumeREFA1 of 97.72^^Å3 and a VS,min of <M->118.4^^kcal^mol<M->1, prefers the α 

pocket of 14+ by an ΔΔHHGα-β value of <M->1.3^^kcal^mol<M->1, in the last two oxidation 

states, independently of the host’s spin multiplicities, the recognition of the octahedral anion 

is likely in either the α or β pocket, with the latter one being slightly favoured by an enthalpy 

of ca. 0.1 and 0.7^^kcal^mol<M->1 in 15+ and 16+, respectively. This progressive loss of the 

binding preference for the α pocket across the four oxidation states should be related with the 

increasing role of the non-covalent interactions between PF6
<M-> and the π-electron-deficient 

9MA bridging ligands of the β pocket, within the electrostatic regime of a ttractive 

intermolecular forces. Indeed, while the QTAIM analysis of the optimised α pocket 

1n+·PF6
<M-> associations reveals three BCPs derived from the N<C->H···F hydrogen bonding 

interactions, the computed structures for the β pocket associations show two BCPs between 

the fluorine atoms and each 9MA aromatic bridging face (amounting to 6 BCPs), attributed to 

anion-π interactions with the bowl cavity, as illustrated in Figure^^S44. 
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The theoretical calculations in MeCN implicit solvent indicate that the recognition of 

the hydrophobic PF6
<M-> anion by 13+ is disfavoured in either binding cavity, with ΔGSS

HG 

values of 0.6 and 3.9^^kcal^mol<M->1 for the α and β pockets, respectively. On the other hand, 

the solid-state structure between 13+ and PF6
<M-> suggests the existence of a supramolecular 

association with a 1^:^2 host-guest stoichiometry. These results also lead us to investigate this 

association by DFT calculations. In the computed structure (see Figure^^S45), the two PF6
<M-

> are separated by a P···P distance of 9.458^^Å, with the anions hosted in α and β pockets 

positioned at P···N3 distances (see above) of 4.078 and 5.379^^Å, respectively. While the 

former P···N3 distance is identical to the one determined for the 1^:^1 stoichiometry, with 

PF6
<M-> hydrogen bonded to the 9MA bridging ligands, the later P···N3 distance, for the 

PF6
<M-> interacting with β pocket through weak anion-π interactions, has an intermediate 

value between the distance computed for the 1^:^1 stoichiometry and the one observed in the 

crystal structure, reflecting the reduction of the ion-ion interactions derived from the presence 

of a PF6
<M-> anion in the α pocket. However, the formation of the 13+^·^(PF6

<M->)2 association 

in MeCN media is disfavoured by a free energy penalty of 7.9^^kcal^mol<M->1, suggesting 

that the intermolecular interactions found in the crystal structure of 13+ and PF6
<M-> should be 

assigned to packing effects. 

Conclusion 

A comparison of experimental binding data for the different oxidation states of self-

assembled host 1n+ with oxo and halide anions shows a >107 range of binding affinities, with 

the highest values observed for the Cl<M-> ion guest in the host’s isovalent Ru III
3 oxidation 

state. The experimental evidence from these binding studies points to an important 

contribution from electrostatically enhanced hydrogen-bonding. Yet, apart from binding to 

F<M-> -- which shows a simple linear relationship with the increasing charge of the host -- 

recognition of larger and more structurally complex anions clearly involves other factors, such 
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as non-covalent interactions between 1n+ and MeCN solvent molecules (e.^g., putative 

hydrogen bonds and dispersion forces), which were not considered in our computational 

studies, as they were carried out using an implicit solvent model. It is also notable that in both 

the halide and oxo-anion series, the anion that produces the poorest agreement between 

experimental and computational results -- fluoride and acetate respectively -- is highest within 

the Hoffmeister series.[90] These observations indicate that, just as in water, the solvation 

effects of the polar, hydrogen bonding MeCN[87] likely play a significant role in the decreased 

correlation observed for these anions. 

Nevertheless, in agreement with the experimental data, the DFT calculations indicate 

that 1n+, in its four oxidation states, hosts the oxo-anions into the α pocket through three 

synergetic hydrogen bonding interactions. The oxo-anion guests binding preference for the α 

pocket is independent of the oxidation state and spin multiplicity of this trinuclear 

macrocyclic receptor. The QTAIM and NBO analyses show that throughout the successive 

oxidation states of 1n+, the strength of the charge assisted hydrogen bonds increases, leading 

to a progressive growth of the charge transfer from the oxo-anions and halides to the metallo-

macrocyclic host and its consequent stabilization. A fuller understanding of the complex 

interplay of multiple effects which drives the entropy-enthalpy compensation effects observed 

in these studies will require further comprehensive, temperature-dependent, thermodynamics 

studies. Such work will provide a dialogue with the theoretical studies discussed herein and 

offer data for further insights and development of these models. Such experiments and their 

accompanying theoretical studies will form the basis of subsequent reports.  

Moreover, while the energy binding data indicate that the recognition of the octahedral 

PF6
<M-> anion in 14+ oxidation state mainly occurs in the α pocket, in the two subsequent 

oxidation states the recognition can occur in either pocket, due to the putative enhancement of 

the anion-π interactions. 
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The experimental observations and computational studies chime with recent studies 

showing that anion recognition by conventionally synthesised macrocyclic receptors such as 

calixpyroles, triazolophanes, and cyanostars operate “beyond the electrostatic regime” and 

require a consideration of more subtle interactions such as induced dipoles and dispersion 

forces.[91,92] With our multi-redox-state receptor a further factor becomes apparent. A 

comparison of the interaction of 15+ and 16+ with acetate reveals that this panoply of host-

guest interactions and steric factors can thermodynamically stabilize the receptor in a specific 

oxidation state leading to binding affinities that are unchanged even after an appreciable 

increase in the electrostatic contribution to binding. 

As illustrated by its electrochemical properties, unlike related systems[93--95] receptor 

13+ is kinetically inert, suggesting that it can be used for analogous studies in water where 

hydrophobic interactions will contribute to and modulate guest recognition phenomenon. 

Furthermore, through the judicious selection of appropriate building blocks, h igher order 

macrocyclic structures that provide access to a wider range of redox states can also be 

envisaged. Such studies are underway and will form the basis of future reports.  

Experimental Section 

Complex [1](PF6)3 was synthesized by a reported route.[56] 

Crystallographic information 

Deposition Number(s) <url 

href="https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/services/structures?id=doi:10.1002/chem.202102465">1004247</u

rl> contain(s) the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data are provided free of 

charge by the joint Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre and Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe 

<url href=" http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures ">Access Structures service</url>. 
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Table^^1 Anion guest induced 1H^^NMR shifts in the N<C->H signals on 9MA 

bridging ligands of host 13+ and the Ka estimates for 1^:^1 anion binding derived from these 

data.[a] 

Anion Δ δ/ppm Ka/M<M->1 

CH3COO<M-> 0.95 720 

HSO4
<M-> 0.22 1200 

NO3
<M-> 0.52 260 

H2PO4
<M-> 0.27 490 

ClO4
<M-> 0.12 120 

[a] To aid comparisons, data for ClO4
<M-> previously reported in Ref.^^[58] is also included. 

Table^^2 Estimated binding affinities for anions with metallo-macrocyclic host in 

different oxidation states.[a,b] 

Guest Ka(13+) Ka(14+) Ka(15+) Ka(16+) 

ClO4
<M-> 120 177 261 1.02×103 

NO3
<M-> 260 1.8×103 2.8×104 1.6×105 

CH3COO<M-> 720 1.3×103 1.1×105 1.1×105 

F<M-> 285 1.4×104 1.5×106 1.1×108 

Cl<M-> 1.6 ×105 1.7×107 1.5×109 3.3×109 

Br<M-> 3.9 ×104 4.9×105 2.4×106 1.6×106 

[a] Binding affinities for the three halide anions were calculated using the electrochemical 

data obtained in Ref.^^[58]. [b] Electrolyte: TBAPF6. 

Table^^3 Mulliken spin densities on Ru centres in free 1n+ (n=4, 5 or 6), with the 

corresponding electron configurations. 
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Oxidation state Mulliken spin densities (a.u.) Electron configuration 

14+ +0.001 ; +0.001 ; +0.685 ↑↓ ; ↑↓ ; ↑ 

ls-15+ -0.001 ; +0.784 ; <M->0.649 ↑↓ ; ↑ ; ↓ 

hs-15+ +0.011 ; +0.777 ; +0.628 ↑↓ ; ↑ ; ↑ 

ls-16+ +0.788 ; +0.755 ; <M->0.773 ↑ ; ↑ ; ↓ 

hs-16+ +0.781 ; +0.771 ; +0.774 ↑ ; ↑ ; ↑ 

 

Figure^^1 Structure of macrocycle 13+ (left) with the α and β pockets (right) depicted as 

blue and red cones, respectively. The C<C->H hydrogen atoms were hidden for clarity. 

Figure^^2 Trends in estimated Ka values for the four different oxidation states of self-

assembled host 1n+ with CH3COO<M-> (<forr1/inl>), NO3
<M-> (<forr2/inl>), ClO4

<M-> 

(<forr3/inl>), F<M-> (<forr4/inl>), Cl<M-> (<forr5/inl>), and Br<M-> (<forr6/inl>). 

Figure^^3 Host-guest association observed in the crystal structure of [1](PF6)3, with two 

hexafluorophosphate anions lodged in the α and β pockets of the metallomacrocyclic cation.  

Figure^^4 Variation of the computed ΔHHG (kcal mol<M->1) between 1n+ and the oxo-

anions in the α pocket, together with the corresponding linear fits (R2≥0.995). Key: 

CH3COO<M-> (<forr7/inl>), NO3
<M-> (<forr8/inl>), ClO4

<M-> (<forr9/inl>), HSO4
<M-> 

(<forr10/inl>) or H2PO4
<M-> (<forr11/inl>). The points for the high-spin electron 

configurations are not plotted as they would overlap with the low-spin configurations data. 

Figure^^5 DFT optimised structures of 13+ associations with CH3COO<M-> and H2PO4
<M-> 

hosted in pocket α. The N<C->H···O hydrogen bonds are drawn as pink dashed lines. The 

hosts’ C<C->H hydrogen atoms were hidden for clarity. 

Figure^^6 Average EHB energy values (kcal^mol<M->1) for the hydrogen bonds between 

1n+ and CH3COO<M-> (<forr12/inl>), NO3
<M-> (<forr13/inl>), ClO4

<M-> (<forr14/inl>), 

HSO4
<M-> (<forr15/inl>) or H2PO4

<M-> (<forr16/inl>) as a function of 1n+ oxidation state, 

together with their linear fits (R2≥0.984). The values for high-spin electron configurations are 
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not plotted, as the hydrogen bonds in both electron configurations have comparable EHB 

energy values. 

Figure^^7 Electron density difference (Δρ=ρ[1n+HSO4<M->] -- ρ[1n+] -- ρ[HSO4<M->], 

with n=3--6) maps for 1n+·associated with HSO4<M->. Blue indicates increase of electron 

density (+0.002 ea0-3 contour) and magenta indicates loss of electron density (<M->0.002 

ea0-3 contour). 

Figure^^8 Quantum parameters as a function of log10(Ka) for the anion associations of 1n+ 

and CH3COO<M-> (<forr17/inl>), NO3
<M-> (<forr18/inl>), ClO4

<M-> (<forr19/inl>), together 

with the corresponding linear fits: a Variation of the ΔHHG (kcal^mol<M->1) between 1n+ and 

the oxo-anion (R2≥0.793); b Average EHB energy values (kcal^mol<M->1) for the hydrogen 

bonds between 1n+ and the oxo-anion (R2≥0.753); c Variation of the E2 stabilisation energies 

of nO→σ*N-H (kcal^mol<M->1) for the N<C->H···O interactions (R2≥0.741). The points for the 

high-spin electron configurations are not plotted as they would overlap with the low-spin 

configurations data. 

Figure^^9 DFT optimised structures of 13+ halide associations in the α pocket. The N<C-

>H···X (X=F<M->, Cl<M->, Br<M-> or I<M->.) hydrogen bonds are drawn as pink dashed lines. 

The C<C->H hydrogen atoms were hidden for clarity. 

Figure^^10 Quantum parameters as a function of log10(Ka) for the anion associations of 1n+ 

and F<M-> (<forr20/inl>), Cl<M-> (<forr21/inl>) and Br<M-> (<forr22/inl>), together with the 

corresponding linear fits: a Variation of the ΔHHG (kcal^mol<M->1) between 1n+ and the oxo-

anion (R2≥0.781); b Average EHB energy values (kcal^mol<M->1) for the hydrogen bonds 

between 1n+ and the oxo-anion (R2≥0.746); c Variation of the E2 stabilisation energies of 

nX→σ*N-H (kcal^mol<M->1, X=F<M->, Cl<M->, Br<M-> or I<M->) for the N<C->H···O interactions 

(R2≥0.710). The points for the high-spin electron configurations are not plotted as they would 

overlap with the low-spin configurations data. 

Figure^^11 Electron density difference (Δρ=ρ[1n+·Cl<M->] - ρ[1n+] - ρ[Cl<M->], with n=3--6) 

maps for 1n+·associated with Cl<M->. Blue indicates increase of electron density (+0.002 ea0
<M-

>3 contour) and magenta indicates loss of electron density (<M->0.002 ea0
<M->3 contour). 

Figure^^12 DFT optimised structures of 13+ associations with octahedral anion PF6
<M-> in 

the α or β pockets. The N<C->H···F hydrogen bonds are drawn as pink dashed lines. The 

C<C->H hydrogen atoms were hidden for clarity. 
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